
 

 

Football Keep it Positive Campaign kicks off  

3 June 2014 

 

Mainland Football has today officially launched its Federation wide Keep it Positive 

campaign, an initiative targeted at educating side-line spectators, in particular 

parents and coaches to create positive playing environments for young players and 

referees.    

Each year Mainland Football processes referee misconduct reports, incident reports 
and general complaints from its members. Although there was not an increase in the 
actual number of reported incidents, in  2013 there was certainly a dramatic increase 
in the seriousness of some cases involving referee abuse, referee assaults, 
spectator side line abuse and general complaints.  
 
Federation Marketing & Communications Manager and campaign driver Wanda 
Luinenburg sees the campaign as critical to sustain the image football deserves.  “Of 
the hundreds of junior and youth matches played each weekend the large majority of 
parents and coaches act with responsible enthusiasm.  However on too many 
occasions spectators and coaches let their teams and club down through crossing 
the line of what is deemed acceptable behaviour and encouragement.  It is this 
unacceptable behaviour we want to see eliminated from our sport”.    
 
The campaign will focus its initial emphasis on competition fixtures involving youth 
10 – 13 years.  This is the start point for competition that involves playing other club 
teams, where many parents and associated family members watch their kids play at 
competition level and where winning becomes important through recording of results 
and points tables.   
 
Luinenburg believes installing expectations of positive attitudes and behaviours at 
this age will see benefits as these kids get older.  “We would like to think that young 
players will remain involved in football through their teenage and adult years if they 
are encouraged to enjoy their football at a younger age and are not yelled at or have 
too an high expectation placed on them by their parents and coaches.  Encouraging 
only positive sideline comments is also crucial to our games integrity”.      
 
Integral is the support from all clubs to the campaign, to utilise the resources and 

material provided by Mainland Football and to send strong messages to all coaches 

and members to maintain the games positive image.   

The Keep it Positive campaign will involve both electronic marketing and branding 

initiatives as well as offer associated resource material (flyers, posters, flags) and 

physical campaigns conducted at Christchurch and Nelson football fields in July.  

The various colours used in the campaign reflect a liquorice allsorts philosophy with 

many clubs possessing many colours involved in football, associated with the slogan 

“It takes all sorts to make our game great”. 
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For more information about this initiative please contact Wanda 

Luinenburg, Marketing & Communications Manager, Mainland Football 

Wanda.luinenburg@mainlandfootball.co.nz, 0279561479      
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